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Key Events  

I. Dire financial news is raging across America today 
as economic collapse is being predicted over the lack 
of a debt ceiling agreement. 

Remember what occult House of Theosophy Director, 
Alice Bailey, stated in her writings of 1918: The New 
Order must come about through economic pressure - 
Quoted in "Paradigm Shift: 2012 & Beyond". 

Now, let us examine this supposedly horrible news. 

NEWS BRIEF: "Congress seeks debt result, Obama goes to public", AP News, July 
16, 2012 

" President Barack Obama appealed for public support to push Congress to avert an 
unprecedented default on America's national debt as lawmakers worked on dual tracks 
to reach an elusive deal. Obama wants lawmakers to approve a giant package that 
would not only prevent a default by raising the government's borrowing limit, but also 
slash trillions of dollars from the country's enormous deficit. He challenged lawmakers 
Saturday 'to do something big'."  

This article does not state how Obama intends to slash trillions of dollars from America's 
debt, but the Republicans are not happy over his proposals. 

"But opposition Republicans, who control the House of Representatives, reject Obama's 
proposal to raise some taxes in addition to cutting spending." 

A heinous proposal is bubbling to the surface, on which we reported last week. 

"In the Senate, the Republican and Democratic leaders worked on a bipartisan plan that 
would allow Obama to raise the debt limit without a prior vote by lawmakers " 

http://www.cuttingedge.org/detail.cfm?ID=2324
http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5huW4ep8qJdqf-Ze3BHS2gYOGjB1g?docId=6e11cd372d34416cb3065289bc2ce1b9
http://www.cuttingedge.org/detail.cfm?ID=2324


In dozens of instances in the past 60 years, Congress has simply rolled over to allow 
the President to accumulate more and more power to himself, thus moving us closer to 
that planned Absolute Dictatorship. In this proposal, Congress would be abdicating its 
fundamental Constitutional responsibility to control all matters relating to the purse. 

At this moment in time, we need to step backward to assess the overall situation. 
Please keep several factors in mind: 

1) The Illuminati decided before World War II began that Americans would never allow 
themselves to be manipulated into a global New Order if they felt as economically 
stressed as they did during the Great Depression of 1929-1939. Therefore, while the 
Elite planned to wrench the economy time and time again as they proceeded toward 
their goal, they specifically decided not to actually collapse the economy until the World 
War III which will stage Antichrist on the world scene. 

2) Both Republican and Democrat parties over the years have participated rather 
equally in the mounting debt with which we are saddled. Presidents of both parties have 
had to petition Congress to raise the debt ceiling. Whenever the President is of one 
party and at least one of the houses of Congress is of the opposite party, we have these 
types of drama. The President petitions Congress to raise the debt ceiling while the 
opposing party resists -- and the issue always seems to come down to within a few 
hours of "disaster". 

The debt ceiling has been raised many times in the past, often with great drama, but at 
the last minute, a deal is struck which "averts the disaster". 

3) Republicans are genuinely afraid that this disaster will be pinned on them, just before 
the 2012 election. Can you imagine President Obama having to withdraw our military 
forces from Afghanistan and Iraq because the Republicans in Congress stymied a debt 
ceiling deal? Mass Media would have a frenzy painting this hasty withdrawal as an 
unmitigated disaster. 

3) Competent financial people disagree on the degree of difficulty America will face if we 
did not raise the debt ceiling.  

If a debt ceiling is not reached, 
I believe it will be because the 
Illuminati plans to force 
America into the North 
American Union. What better 
way to force this union than to 
force America into official 
default. Crisis is always the 
mid-wife of the New World 
Order Plan! 



If the time has come to use this crisis as the means by which to give birth to the North 
American Union, the speed with which the transition will be made is likely to surprise 
you. 

But, remember, the formation of the North American Union will be sold to the public as 
the only means by which this economy can be saved! 

But, at the very least, do not be overly concerned about the media trumpeting the scary 
words, "depression", "economic collapse", "horror" and "economic disaster". This type of 
disaster is not in the Illuminati Plan and it is not in the Bible in the time period just prior 
to the seven-year tribulation! 

 
 

II. The global population control plan is working! 

Remember the wording of this Plan: "Take control of the 
world ... to reduce ... the world to a safe level by a process of 
benevolent slavery and genocide ... The only alternative left 
to the world's ruling elite was to increase the death rate ... 
Dr. Aurelio Peccei of the Club of Rome .. advocated that a 
plague be introduced that would have the same effect as the 
Black Death of history." (Bill Cooper, "Behold A Pale Horse", 
p. 49, 167) 

NEWS BRIEF: "Global fertility dropping dramatically as UN 
celebrates World Population Day ", By Daniel Taylor, Old Thinker News, July 12, 
2011 

"World Population Day was celebrated yesterday, as it has been every year since 1989. 
Propaganda spewed from the United Nations and other “green” organizations tell us 
that our carbon footprint needs to be reduced, we are having too many children, and our 
energy consumption needs to be cut in half. This propaganda is for the ignorant general 
public..." 

"In reality a conscious and deliberate campaign to depopulate the world has been 
ongoing for at least a hundred years – and its working; So much so that Deutsche Bank 
issued a report in May of this year warning that the human population globally will no 
longer be replacing itself by the 2020's. As the report states, 

“In our view, the human race will no longer be replacing itself by the early 2020s. 
Population growth will continue for a few more decades because of momentum from the 
age structure and people living longer but, reproductively speaking, our species will no 
longer be growing. This will be one of the most important turning points in history.” 

http://cuttingedge.org/detail.cfm?ID=952
http://www.oldthinkernews.com/?p=1597
http://www.oldthinkernews.com/?p=1597
http://www.cuttingedge.org/detail.cfm?ID=2332


The Global Elite must be very, very happy over this turn of events! They have a general 
plan to reduce the global population by 66% soon after the Masonic Messiah arises. 
The Georgia Guidestones reveal a separate, far more draconian, plan, to reduce the 
population by over 90%! 

As the world rapidly swirls toward an absolute dictatorship, I find it interesting that this 
current drive toward population control carries with it a public call for dictatorship.  

" 'To achieve zero rate of population growth governments will have to do more than 
cajole; they will have to coerce'. Notestein concludes, “…to impose more drastic 
changes on a large scale implies many risks, not least to the regime that undertakes 
them. The price for this type of population control may well be the institution of a 
totalitarian regime.” 

Remember that no calls for population reduction are Biblical. God's mandate was firm: 
"And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish 
the earth..." (Genesis 1:28) 

Therefore, if these calls are not from God, they are from Satan, the same being driving 
the world into the New World Order, which can be simply defined as the "Kingdom of 
Antichrist". 

III. Can the Tea Party become the Third Party of 2012, thereby giving 
Obama another 4 years in the Oval Office? 

NEWS BRIEF: "Gov. Barbour urges Republicans not to let the tea party become a 
third party", The Times-Picayune (NOLA), July 17, 2011 

"... Mississippi Gov. Haley Barbour, a former national party chairman, delivered a stern 
warning to Republican Leadership Conference delegates: Don't look for perfection in the 
potential nominees and don't even think about drafting a third-party candidate when the 
nomination fight is done." 

"Don't get hung up on purity," he said. "In politics, purity is a loser. ... In this business, it 
is unity that wins elections. ... Barack Obama has worn out three sets of knee pads 
down his knees praying for the tea party to become a third party, because he can't 
lose." 

President Bill Clinton can testify to the effectiveness of a third party in splitting the votes 
of his opponents. Twice, Ross Perot ran as a third party candidate and both times he 
handed the election to Clinton. 

As unpopular as Obama is right now, a third party candidacy may be his only hope of 
getting another four years! 

  

http://www.nola.com/politics/index.ssf/2011/06/haley_barbour_urges_republican.html
http://www.nola.com/politics/index.ssf/2011/06/haley_barbour_urges_republican.html


 


